Abstract: It is a well-known fact that the highway alignments are three-dimension space curves in nature, but they are still designed as separated horizontal and vertical alignments, such that the alignments continuity evaluation are also done in two separate planes which can't precisely reflect the alignment continuity characteristics in 3-D Euclidean space. To study the true 3-D nature of the highway alignments, this paper took them as space curves, and built their spatial curvature and torsion calculation models under Frenet frame to investigate their spatial continuity characteristics. Firstly, the highway alignment is separated into segments in accordance with the traditional combinations of horizontal and vertical alignments; secondly, building quantitative spatial curvature and torsion calculation models for different combinations; thirdly, using the curve geometric continuity as evaluation index to quantitatively analyze the space continuity characteristics. It shows that, unreasonable design parameters will lead to the continuity degradation, that is, the high-order geometric continuity (G 2 ) in the plane and profile may degrade to the low continuity (G 0 ) in the 3-D space. The research for the first time applied knowledge about spatial geometry under Frenet frame to discuss highway spatial continuity, which laid a theoretical foundation for quantitative continuity evaluation in 3-D space.
Introduction
Among the different phases of the highway design process, geometric design is the most related to traffic safety [1, 2] as high accident rates are usually observed at geometrically deficient locations. One of the main reasons for accident occurrence can be lack of geometric design continuity, defined in literatures as the degree to which highway systems are designed and constructed to avoid critical driving maneuvers that can lead to collision risk or as the ability of the highway geometry to conform to driver expectations [3, 4] . It has been proved that continuity is not only one of the most important geometric features of highway alignment, but also the key factor that can ensure safety driving, comfortable riding, aesthetic and coordination of nature [3] .
Previous continuity research work can be categorized into three main areas: (1) speed consideration; (2) safety consideration; and (3) performance consideration [5] . The above existing continuity evaluation models are based mainly on 2D horizontal alignment and ignore the effect of vertical alignment. However, the alignment is a three-dimensional (3D)
space curve in nature, the traditional based evaluation can't possibly reflect the 3D features accurately, that is to say, a continuous horizontal alignment overlaps a continuous vertical alignment can't guarantee a continuous space alignment in R 3 . For instance, the horizontal radius looked smaller when it overlapped with a crest curve and larger when it overlaps with a sag curve [6] , therefore, in the combination section of horizontal and vertical alignment, the drivers' percepted 3D alignment condition can differ evidently with the designed 2D ones.
The shortcoming of traditional continuity evaluation of ignoring interaction between horizontal and vertical elements is still a to be solved problem.
This paper learns the geometric continuity evaluation methods from spatial curve theory to evaluate continuity features of different alignment partitions. Both geometric properties and alignment continuity demands for each geometric continuity are explained, and an ideal continuity grade for roadway is determined. For the traditional design is a combination design of horizontal and vertical alignment, different line elements combine six different combination styles, the 3D parametric model, spatial curvature and torsion calculation models for each style is build respectively. Mathematic reasoning of the calculation models show that continuity degradation will emerge in spatial alignment compared with the horizontal alignment. The curvature graph of horizontal alignment and spatial alignment are drew to demonstrate continuity features of the combination alignment and verify the key factors that cause the degradation. The torsion graph can help to make clear the effects of torsion on continuity and make known the combination section that must reach torsion continuity. This paper uses curvature graph and torsion graph simultaneously to analyze alignment continuity feature in R 3 for the first time, for curvature and torsion are essential characteristics factors of spatial curve, it's a way that can truly show nature geometric features of highway alignment.
The research procedures are as shown in Fig. 1 .
Fig. 1 Framework for highway alignment geometric continuity features research 2 Related Works
Previous continuity evaluation is based on indirect considerations, the evaluation indexes are indirect reflection of highway alignment geometric design parameters. Speed considerations adopt the operating speed as the main basis to evaluate highway continuity and address the effects of different geometric design parameters on the prediction of operating speed. The general operating speed model focuses on two evaluation indexes, differences between operating speed and design speed ( 85 D VV  ) and differences of operating speed at adjacent sections ( 85 V  ) [7, 8] , the model meets the actual running condition of vehicles well but largely affected by design parameters thus until now the unified analytical model for forecasting operating speed that applicable for each highway grade and various topographical features is still in demand. The improved operating speed model like possible speed model [9] and theoretical operating speed model [4] raised by Chinese scholars also have the common problem.
Safety considerations evaluate the continuity quality based on mean accident rate which is affected by pavement width, horizontal curve radius, grade, sight distance and traffic volume. And special attention is paid to the effect of side friction and super-elevation design on vehicle stability and to the effect of low-cost improvements on highway safety. However these effect elements are studied separately and 3D interaction among different elements are ignored [5, 10] .
Performance considerations use workload profile and driver anticipation to evaluate highway continuity, locations with high driver work load and those with sudden changes that do not coincide with driver's anticipation usually show poor design. While driver workload and anticipation have much to do with driver experience, age and response capability, this subjectivity of perception lead to inevitable individual differences and thus the evaluation results may change with the drivers involved. Evidently this qualitative and variable evaluation consideration can't be widely used in continuity evaluation.
The three evaluation criteria are more or less affected by driver, vehicle types and environment conditions, and all of them adopted indirect element (non-geometric design parameters) to evaluate alignment continuity features. To overcome these two shortcomings, some researches apply geometric design elements to evaluate highway safety, an integrated indicators function with horizontal, vertical and modified cross-sectional design parameters as arguments was constructed to predict operating speed and evaluate highway safety in R 3 [11] , and regression analysis was done between accident rate and spatial curvature related indicators to determine the major influential curve element on accident occurrence [12] . This paper use partition curvature graph quantitatively analyze highway alignment continuity features from the point of curve geometry, and determined the key element that lead to continuity grade degradation from horizontal alignment to combination of horizontal and vertical alignment.
Geometric Continuity for Highway Alignment in R 3
A continuous alignment should ensure that successive geometric elements are coordinated in a manner to produce harmonious driver performance without surprising events.
The driver performance relies much on the visual perception of highway geometric features, therefore the better matched the geometric condition and the driving expectation, the better the highway continuity. Geometric continuity is a type of continuity which uses arc length to parameterize curves thus can reflect their actual intrinsic qualities accurately, driving perception is the true reflection of combination of geometric elements, using geometric continuity as index to evaluate highway continuity property meets actual driving situation.
Highway Alignment Continuity
Highway alignment is a driver-vehicle-road loop system, the continuity requirements of the three parts have to be considered simultaneously to obtain an optimal geometric design.
This part will discuss the requirements of combination of alignment, trajectory of vehicle gravity and driving comfort respectively to finally determine the appropriate geometry order to highway alignment.
(1) Requirements of combination of alignment
In highway geometric design, the transition curves are designed to moderate the direction change of driving and centrifugal force effect to ensure comfort and safety.
It is suggested that the center of curvature should be the same (refer to the G 2 continuity in below) at the join point to make the transition between adjacent curves as smooth as possible.
(2) Requirements of gravity trajectory
Based on the vehicle dynamics, the trajectory of driving, curvature and change of curvature should all be continuous, while in consideration of principle of economy and rationality the curvature continuity is suggested, for the visual difference between curvature continuity and change of curvature continuity is small and the extra cost to obtain the latter is large, as for the few sections demand higher order continuity can be reached after local optimization.
(3) Requirements of driving comfort
The driving comfort is defined as the physical reactions and subjective feeling of human caused by alignment spatial orientation and pavement performance in way of velocity ( v ), acceleration ( a ) and lateral acceleration change rate ( j ) [13] corresponding to the first, second and third derivatives. In order to ensure both psychological and physiological of passengers, the three index should be continuous.
It is not hard to build the kinematic explanation of different geometric continuity as show in Fig. 2 . 
Geometric Continuity for Curve
On the basis of the truth that the highway alignment is essentially a space curve, the theory of curve continuity is applied to analyze feature of alignment continuity. Curve continuity is a measure to smoothness includes parametric continuity and geometric continuity (visual continuity).
Parametric continuity defined based on differentiability, it requires for continuous derivative vector until the n order on the connection point namely n order continuously differentiable ( denoted by n C [14] ). The feature of parametric continuity is determined by curve parameters thus the improper option of parameter may lead to wrong judgment, saving the too strict demanding of n order differential, the parametric continuity can't show the exact continuity feature objectively and accurately.
Geometric continuity defined based on the representation of curve arc length (denoted by n G ), it focuses on the intrinsic geometry description of curves, and does not vary with the variation of parameter. Compared to parametric continuity, the latter is more flexible and more convenient to control the shape of curve [15] , moreover some paper has proved that the curvature line of G 2 continuous GB spline is much smoother than the C 2 one [16] . Therefore, using geometric continuity to evaluate curve continuity feature is flexible and reliable and it matches the exact driving visual scenes.
Different order of geometric continuity correspond to different geometric explanation: G 0 is point continuity denoted two curves touch at the join point, G 1 is tangent continuity denoted two curves also share a common tangent direction at the join point, G 2 is curvature continuity denoted two curves also share a common center of curvature at the join point, G 3 is the change of curvature continuity denoted two curves also share the same change rate of curvature, it is equal to torsion continuity when using arc length as parameter [17] . The characteristics of each order of geometric continuity are summarized in Tab. 1.
Tab. 1 Summary of characteristics of different geometric continuity
Order of geometric It is easy to find the unique correspondence between geometric continuity order and curvature line characteristics at joint point from Tab. 1. By analyzing the variation of curvature line graph, the geometric continuity characteristics can be draw quickly. 
Criteria for Geometry Continuity
G 0 continuity curves have sharp corner at the join point that may lead to discontinuity of velocity hence it should be avoided. G 1 continuity curves have tangent continuity while its change rate is discontinuous which may lead to abrupt change of acceleration for the direction of instantaneous velocity of vehicle is along the tangent, the tangent discontinuity may also cause visual break that is not conductive to visual guidance. G 2 continuity curves have good visual experience, both the tangent and curvature of curves are continuous that is acceleration continuity which can ensure the smoothness of trajectory and driver sight. G 3 or higher order continuity curves have good visual experience that is almost the same with G 2 continuity but the former costs much more in actual design, so specific section that requires G 3 or higher order continuity should be reached by local modification instead of by setting overall high order criteria.
In summary, considering the characteristics of different continuity features, requirements of highway alignment continuity and the principle of economy and rationality, G 2 continuity is suggested as the overall criteria in highway geometric design and for local sections that need higher order continuity can be achieved by local optimization.
Geometry Continuity analysis in R 3
This chapter is focus on the analytical analysis of highway alignment continuity. Firstly, according to the line element type of horizontal and vertical alignment, the 3D alignment is partitioned into 6 types; then expression of each line element is calculated to form the 3D parametric coordinate expression, based on which the spatial curvature and torsion formulas can be worked out; lastly, using mathematic methods to infer continuity features from the formulas.
Partition strategy
In traditional design, highway alignment is composed of many line elements so that 
Spatial Curvature calculation models
Curvature describes the degree of deviation from the tangent line, and can be formulated as the magnitude of rotation speed of tangent around the natural parameter (length of spatial arc s ), denoted as dT ds  
. It shows the degree of bending of curves, the larger the value, the evident the bending.
The general spatial curvature calculation equation (with length of horizontal alignment as l parameter) is as follows:
where,
Chapter 3.2 elaborates the relation between characteristics of curvature line and geometric continuity, the curvature is a visual index to evaluate continuity order. On the basis of Frenet frame in differential geometry, the calculation equations of spatial curvature in different partition are built with the length of horizontal alignment ( l ) as parameter (as shown in Fig. 4 ) (13) The curvature of transition curve is as follows:
The spatial curvature can be denoted as follows: 
The other partitions can be calculated similarly: （2） Line + grade line( with longitudinal slope) 0 ps   (16) （3） Line + vertical cur 
Torsion calculation models
The3D parametric model is listed as chapter 4.1, using the following torsion formula to calculate torsion model of each alignment combination. 
Using the same method in chapter 4.2 to simplify above torsion calculation models, they are listed in Tab. 3. (1 ) 
Tab. 3 torsion for different combinations
l         
Model reasoning
It is concluded from Tab. 2 that the horizontal alignment meets G 2 continuity when ignoring the effects of vertical alignment and thus vertical curve is the key element that determines 3D continuity features, for this the following will discuss the continuity variation tendency on condition of three kinds of vertical alignment inside partition to draw some meaningful conclusions.
Conclusion 1:
when the vertical alignment is line and the horizontal alignment is the change from line to transition curve, the combined section meets G 2 continuity; while when the horizontal alignment changes from transition curve to circular curve, the section's continuity order degradate from G 2 to G 0 ( denoted in Fig. 5 ) relative to planar continuity with the increases of line slope and when line to circular curve, the section meets G 1 continuity. So it is specified in the geometric design standard that the maximum longitudinal slope should be limited. We can deduce that the maximum slope is set not only to meet the vehicle dynamic performance but also the requirements of visual continuity.
Conclusion 2:
when the vertical alignment is vertical curve, the spatial curvature formulas are consist of the solus effect of vertical curve So it can be concluded that the larger the vertical radius the smaller its effect on spatial curvature; under the premise of ignoring the effects of vertical curve, the more balanced the length of transition curve and circular curve the better the continuity feature, which meets the provision in alignment design standards that the ratio length of the first spiral, circular curve, the second spiral should be 1:1:1~1:2:1.
Conclusion 3:
when the vertical alignment changes from line to vertical curve, both the direction and value of curvature line around join points will show different degree of disconnection and not parallel despite the linetype of horizontal alignment, that is to say whatever the linetype of horizontal curve is at both sides of join point, the spatial continuity order will degradate to G 0 relative to planar continuity.
Proof 3:
when the horizontal alignment is line, curvature of line + line combination is identically equal to zero, while for line + vertical combination both direction and value of curvature line are determined by  , the join point will show disconnection and not parallel that is G 0 continuity.
When the horizontal alignment is transition curve, the slope of curvature line is mainly determined by 2 (1 )
, which result small differences between spatial and planar curvature, the ideal condition is G 2 continuity.
Conclusion 4:
Only in the combination of transition curve + vertical curve will show torsion values, thus its starting and ending points will show torsion discontinuity. Base on above proof it can be concluded that the larger the vertical curve radius the closer to G 2 continuity is the 3D alignment when horizontal curve combines with vertical curve, therefore, under permitting condition, large radius vertical curve is suggested; frequent change of grade within short distance will lead to frequent sudden change of continuity, thus cause visual discontinuity and heavier driver workload; besides torsion sudden change in combination of transition curve and vertical curve should be paid attention to.
Experimental Validation and Analysis

General technical description
Several experiments are carried out to verify the conclusion of model reasoning analysis.
Spatial curvature and torsion of one expressway and two second grade highway are calculated using the newly derived formulas for different alignment partitions, meanwhile the curvature and torsion graph are drawn. By analyzing the changing characteristics of curvature line and torsion line around join point and comparing differences between 2D and 3D curvature line, continuity features can be achieved. The expressway of good design criterions are studied as reference, the second grade highway of large or small vertical curve radius are studied respectively to determine the key elements that affect spatial continuity features of highway alignment in R 3 .
Drawing and Analysis
Curvature graph analysis
(1) Expressway
Fig. 6 Horizontal alignment of expressway
The geometric design elements of expressway alignment are list in Tab. 4 and Tab. 5. It is find that the differences between 2D and 3D curvature graph are small, spatial curvature is close to G 2 continuity, expect at the join point of circular curve and line, that's why only when radius of horizontal curve is large enough can transition curves be bypassed.
Tab. 4 Horizontal geometric design elements of expressway
The junction between the first and second spiral in S shaped curve is the week site that will occur 3D discontinuity obviously, that must be paid attention to.
(2) Second grade highway with large vertical radius
Fig. 8 Horizontal alignment of second grade highway with large vertical radius
The geometric design elements of expressway alignment are list inTab. 6 and Tab. 7. By comparing Fig. 7 and Fig. 9 , it is find that the changing features of spatial curvature line in two figures are the same, so it can be deduced that planar geometric design parameters are not the key elements that lead to differences between planar and spatial continuity. The geometric design elements of expressway alignment are list in Tab. 8 and Tab. 9. Comparing geometric design elements of the two second grade highway, it turns out that the former has smaller horizontal radius parameters and larger vertical radius, while the latter is the otherwise. The spatial curvature line in Fig. 9 show little difference with planar one, while the Fig. 11 one show obvious variation, it can be deduced that vertical radius is the key element that determine local continuity features around join point, and S shaped curve bring about obvious spatial discontinuity.
Tab. 8 Horizontal geometric design elements of second grade highway with small radius
The geometric continuity evaluation methods in the paper can quantitatively evaluate the continuity features with the help of curvature graphs, and then feedback alignment design.
After comparing Fig. 7, Fig. 9 and Fig. 11 , it is find that:
(a) The overall curvature values of each partition are determined mainly by horizontal design elements, that is to say horizontal parameters are key elements that determine continuity features inside partition. (e) S shaped curve is used widely in highway geometric design and its curvature at join point between two spirals should be equal and meanwhile close to zero according to the specification states. It can be find that S shape curve in Fig. 7 and Fig. 11 show continuity degradation at join point after combination of horizontal and vertical alignment, this sudden change may cause safety security risks.
Torsion graph analysis
Through model reasoning it shows that only in the combination of transition curve + vertical curve will torsion appears obviously, the third experiment above involves several this type of combination, so take it as example to study relation between torsion continuity and alignment design parameters, the torsion graph is shown in Fig. 12 . It turns out that the torsion graph verified the model reasoning conclusion that only in the combination of transition curve + vertical curve will torsion appear obviously.
By comprehensive analysis of Fig. 12 and Tab. 10, there are other features found.
(1) The value sign of torsion is consistent with concavity-convexity of vertical curve. and meanwhile adjust vehicle power to downhill and uphill, both of them will increase driver psychological and driving burden.
Summary
The spatial continuity evaluation in the paper is based on curvature and torsion graph, and it is the first time that torsion graph is used to evaluate highway alignment continuity features. The new evaluation methods overcome the shortcoming of traditional methods that is 2D or qualitative, and quantitatively analyze the effects of 2D alignment design elements on spatial continuity.
After studying the changing features of curvature and torsion graph, it is easy to find that the traditional alignment design method leads to obvious discontinuity at connection points of some combination. Horizontal alignment determines the overall shape of curvature graph while vertical radius cause differences between 3D and 2D curvature, transition parameter and vertical radius control torsion values.
The continuity evaluation method in the paper on one hand provide new ideas for spatial continuity evaluation and on the other hand help to quantitatively correct some qualitative clause in alignment design standard.Thanks for a width of road, the driver can make proper driving operation to avoid some discontinuity, but for some extreme sections may become accident black point such as combination sections of sharp bends and slope or steep slope followed by small radius curve. Those qualitative clause about horizontal and vertical curve combination principle is ambiguous which foster problems like alignment discontinuity and design parameters uncoordinated. Take the terms like "long and steep slope", "small radius curve" and "horizontal curve surround vertical curve" for example, all of them are difficult to choose, so that only the experienced designers can design a pleasant alignment.
Conclusions and Discussions
The paper uses spatial geometry theory under Frenet frame to study spatial highway alignment continuity evaluation for the first time, by analysis and comparasion of geometric and alignment kinematic meanings for different continuity grade, the paper determines the reasonable continuity design criteria (G 2 continuity)for spatial alignment design.
The curvature and torsion profile analysis distinguishes the key elements that lead to differences between the traditional combined alignment and the spatial alignment. And meanwhile quantitatively bring out the phenomenon of continuity degradation that exits in spatial alignment after horizontal alignment overlaps with vertical alignment, especially for the low grade highway.
In addition, the torsion profile shows the effects of torsion on spatial continuity. At the starting and ending point of transition curve + vertical curve combination torsion show sudden changes, that is the continuity degradates, which is harmful to vehicle running. So, torsion must be taken as design parameters in spatial alignment design.
This paper explained the continuity degradation occurred when horizontal alignment overlapped with vertical alignment, but the specific quantitative relationship between degradation trend and geometric design parameters need further research. Which may help to build constraint formulas that control change of alignment to make it optimal for both vehicles and occupants.
